The first result of applying the machine/deep learning technique to the fluid closure problem is presented in this letter. As a start, three different types of neural networks (multilayer perceptron (MLP), convolutional neural network (CNN) and two-layer discrete Fourier transform (DFT) network) were constructed and trained to learn the well-known Hammett-Perkins Landau fluid closure in configuration space. We found that in order to train a well-preformed network, a minimum size of training data set is needed; MLP also requires a minimum number of neurons in the hidden layers equals to the degrees of freedom in Fourier space despite training data is fed in configuration space. Out of three models DFT performs the best for the clean data most likely due to the existence of nice Fourier expression for Hammett-Perkins closure but it is least robust with respect to input noise. Overall, with appropriate tuning and optimization, all three neural networks are able to accurately predict Hammett-Perkins closure and reproduce the inherit nonlocal feature, suggesting a promising path to calculate more sophisticated closures with the machine/deep learning technique.
The fluid closure problem in plasma physics is probably as old as plasma physics itself. The problem arises when deriving fluid equations through the chains of moment equations for kinetic theories, the resulting lower order moment equations always contain higher order moments. To truncate the moment hierarchy, a proper closure is thus required to approximate this higher order moment from existing lower order moments for microscopic descriptions, which is conventionally constructed by phenomenological constitutive relations. Moment closure hierarchies for kinetic theories are important and active scientific researches in fluid dynamics, plasma physics, neuroscience, and so on. The widely used Spitzer-Härm closure 1 , and similarly, Braginskii closure 2 consider fully collisional plasma and predict heat flux q ∝ ∇T , both of which are lack of kinetic effects and start to break down when the particle mean-free-path approaches the characteristic length scale (i.e., weakly collisional regime). Hammett and Perkins for the first time proposed a socalled Landau-fluid closure as it incorporates Landaudamping effects in the electrostatic, collisionless, static limit 3 . Over the years, Landau-fluid closure has been extended to collisional 4,5 , magnetized 6 plasma and with dynamic perturbation 7, 8 . However, implementing Landaufluid closures to high performance fluid codes is numerically challenging as they usually involve both frequency and wave-vectors in Fourier space 4, 7, 8 .
On a separate note, machine/deep learning technique has made a significant progress and started to emerging physical science research recently 9 . Inside fusion plasma physics community, models have been trained to assist experimental data analysis 10 , carry out real-time modeling of neutral beam injection 11 , aid operation control (e.g., disruption prediction [12] [13] [14] ), accelerate evaluation of the core turbulent transport fluxes and the pedestal a) Electronic mail: cma@pppl.gov b) Electronic mail: zhu12@llnl.gov structure 15 , design better ICF experiments 16 and so on. Here we are interested in another kind of machine learning applications -generating machine learning surrogate models of phenomena for microscopic descriptions that can be used within models for fluid simulations, yielding better and faster solutions. An interesting, open question is thus raised -is it possible to get a machine-learned closure model for plasma physics? Or in other words, can a neural network be trained with existing theories, or data from simulations to learn the closure which could be further applied to fluid simulations? If the answer is positive, then how to build and train such a model? What is the performance both in terms of accuracy and speed-up?
As a proof of principle, we started with training neural networks to learn Hammett-Perkins closure -it is relatively simple (thus understandable), analytically solvable (thus easy to evaluate errors), yet non-trivial as it represents certain aspects of the general closure problems (e.g., the nonlocal feature explained below). Furthermore, even though it is simple in Fourier space, it is very difficult or impossible to be implemented in fluid simulation codes, such as BOUT++ 17 and GDB 18 , in configuration space due to the particular discretizations, geometry and boundary conditions 19 . In such circumstances training Hammett-Perkins closure in configuration space is desired.
The Hammett-Perkins closure closure 3 gives the relation between temperature and heat flux perturbation in Fourier space asq
(1)
Transforming Eq.(1) from Fourier space back to configuration space yields The convolution in Eq.
(2) suggests that the heat flux q(x) in configuration space is nonlocal (i.e., the perturbed heat fluxq(x) at location x relies on not only the local temperatureT (x) and its gradient ∂T (x)/∂x, but also the nearby temperature perturbationsT (x ± x )). The motivation of this study is to assess neural networks' capability of recovering nonlocal feature. It shall be noted that in Fourier space the expression of Hammett-Perkins closure is linear and local; thus, training a neural network for Eq.(1) becomes trivial. Therefore, in this letter, we focus on training neural networks to learn Hammett-Perkins closure Eq.
(2) in configuration space. At the same time, we try to answer several technical questions, for example, how much data is needed to train a neural network? Is there any constraints on neural network configuration? Which type of neural network performs best and why? For simplicity we assume plasma has uniform density n 0 , simulation domain x ∈ [0, 2π], resolution n x = 128 with periodic boundary condition. To prepare the data set for model training, validation and testing, a series of fluctuating temperature profile {T i (x)} is first generated withT
where uniformly distributed A ik and φ ik are randomly chosen in the range 0 ≤ A ik ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ φ ik < 2π; the correspondingq i (x) is then calculated with Eq. (1) by Fourier transform. Fig. 1 shows one pair ofT (x) (blue) andq(x) (red). Finally, paired temperature and heat flux profiles {T i (x),q i (x)} are re-normalized to fit in between −1 to 1,T
whereT max andq max are the maximum absolute value ofT i andq i in the entire data set, respectively. In this study, three types of neural networks were constructed with Keras interface 20 , and TensorFlow 21 backend as shown in Figure 2 . The first type of neural network is conventional multilayer perceptron (MLP) 22 . It contains one input layer, two hidden layers and one output layer. Either ReLU or tanh function is chosen as the activation function in MLP except at the last layer where linear function is applied. The second type of neural network is convolutional neural network (CNN) 23 . It has an input layer, double convolution-pooling layers, and followed by two convolution layers, double upsamplingconvolution layers. In CNN the activation function is ReLU for hidden layers, and linear for output layer. The third type of neural network is a two-layer discrete Fourier transfer (DFT) neural network 24 . All three networks use standard Adam optimization algorithm, meansquared-error(MSE) as the loss function for training and validation. However, in the following discussion, we primarily use mean-absolute-error (MAE) and the mean of MAE distribution as the error metric since it is more intuitive (i.e., no square-root operation is needed to evaluate the relative error). Neural networks are known to be "data-consuming", i.e., the performance of the neural networks strongly depends on the amount of training data. A well trained neural network shall also be neither overfit nor underfit 9 , i.e., has a minimum discrepancy between training and validation loss. The first task is therefore trying to find out how much data is adequate for this simple 1D closure problem by comparing the training and validation loss. We started to train the MLP model with increasing size of training data n sample . Fig. 3 illustrates the training history of MLP with n sample = 100 and n sample = 10, 000. Here epoch in the horizontal axis means the number of times that the entire training data set is passed to the neural network. In both cases, training and testing MAE start at similar value. During the training process, the training MAE decreases much faster than testing MAE for n sample = 100 case; and the discrepancy between training and testing MAE at the converged phase indicates that MLP is overfited, suggesting the training data set is insufficient. For the n sample = 10, 000 case, the training MAE and testing MAE have the similar values almost over the whole training process. We hence concluded that at least n sample = 10, 000 training data is required for the 1D closure problem at this resolution for MLP. Fig. 3 also shows that the trained model tends to converge faster with a larger data set: when n sample = 100, model converges near epoch=150; while for n sample = 10, 000, it converges near epoch=60.
In machine/deep learning, hyperparameter refers to a parameter that is set before the training process, for example, the activation function selection, hidden layer configuration, optimization algorithms and so on. Choosing correct hyperparameter is critical for model performance. Here, we explored the impact of different activation functions. Fig. 4 shows the MAE of different type of neural network with different activation functions and different n sample used in the training. In general discrepancy between training MAE and testing MAE decreases when n sample increases from 10 to 1, 000, 000, except for MLP with n sample = 10 when the training MAE is 6th order of magnitude smaller than testing MAE. As discussed above, the apparent departure is an indicator that model is either overfit or underfit. In this case, MLP is clearly overfit as n sample is too small and the resulting model poorly predicts the heat flux for testing data. On the other hand, the near-perfectly overfit with nsample = 10 result proves that fully connected MLP is indeed able to capture the nonlocal effect of Hammett-Perkins closure Eq.
(2). When n sample increases, the training MAE increases since model can no longer overfit all the training data, meanwhile, the testing MAE decreases, until they converge to the same value when n sample is large enough. Test results also show that the MLP with tanh function converges with less data at n sample = 100, and gives a smaller testing MAE than the MLP with ReLU function when n sample 1, 000. This is likely due to tanh function suffers from the vanishing gradient problem which prevents the neural network from further training even with more data. Thus, MLP with ReLU has better performance when training data is larger (e.g., n sample > 10, 000 in our test).
The width and depth of neural networks (i.e., the numbers of neurons in the hidden layers n neuron and the number of hidden layers) are also crucial hyperparamters in a neural network. Here we first tested the impact of n neuron on the testing MAE for a two hidden layers MLP. Fig. 5 shows the testing MAE varies with n neuron for different number of modes k max in the system. Because the resolution is set to be n x = 128 forT andq, the maximum number of allowable Fourier modes in the system is 64. We scanned the k max in Eq.(3) from 8 to 64 by generating separated data sets, and training the neural network with n sample = 10, 000. The sudden dropping of MAE for all cases demonstrates that there is a threshold of minimum number of neurons required in each hidden layer n neuron in order to accurately recover Hammett-Perkins closure. The threshold is approximately
When n neuron < n th neuron , the testing MAE is always larger than 0.1; while when n neuron ≥ n th neuron the testing MAE rapidly reduces an order of magnitude or more. The threshold 2k max coincides the degrees of freedom of the inputT (x) in Fourier space representation -that is, amplitude A k and phase shift φ k are randomly chosen for each k, suggesting MLP is able to learn the Fourier space information despite the training data is fed in configuration space. This also implies that if the input data contains full-spectrum information, then n neuron shall be at least equal to n x in order to resolve all Fourier modes. It should also be noted that based on our tests, increasing n neuron well beyond n th neuron does not necessary improving model performance dramatically especially for the low k max cases. As for the depth of a model, no significant performance improvement was found as the number of hidden layers was gradually increasing from 1 to 6 ( = 2.89 × 10 −3 to = 2.69 × 10 −3 ). Therefore, we concluded (1) the minimum number of neurons of hidden layers depends on the input training data -in general, n neuron should be a little bit larger than n th neuron = 2k max where k max is the maximum wave number in the input data, and (2) a two-hidden-layer MLP is sufficient to accurately calculate the heat fluxq i (x) forT i (x) given n neuron ≥ n th neuron . Unless noted otherwise, results in the rest of the letter were obtained with training data set with k max = 8 and if applicable, a two-hidden-layer MLP with n neuron = 64.
We also trained one classical deep learning model -the convolutional neural network (CNN). A CNN consists of an input and an output layer, as well as multiple hidden layers. We constructed our CNN with convolution layer, pooling layer and up-sampling layer. The output of convolution layer is the sliding dot product of its in- put and its filters where the filters detect specific type of local features of the input. The weights of a filter is shared in the whole domain, which is reasonable assuming spatial symmetry. Pooling layer down-samples the input by combining multiple neurons in the previous layer to one neuron in the next layer, while up-sampling layer repeats one neuron in the previous layer to multiple neurons in the next layer. As shown in Fig. 4 , CNN appears not able to perfectly overfit the training data with n sample = 10, but eventually has a similar performance as MLP when the training and testing MAE converged at n sample = 100, 000. This is likely due to CNN is "deeper" and has more complicated architecture compared to MLP, it requires more data to converge. Due to the nature of closure problem, the choice of activation function of the output layer is essential to get correctly trained MLP and CNN. Because heat flux profile has both positive and negative values, ReLU is no longer suitable as the activation function of the last layer since it only outputs in [0, ∞). Fig. 6 shows an example that the CNN fails to predict the outputq when ReLU is chosen as the activation function of the output layer. An appropriate activation function of the last layer is linear function. When the activation function is switched from ReLU to linear, the CNN correctly predicts the outputq from the inputT .
The last type of neural network we tested is a two-layer discrete Fourier transfer (DFT) neural network. DFT is different than MLP and CNN in the sense that it is intentionally designed to solve Fourier transform type problem. It has no hidden layer -only the input and output layers; the activation function is linear for all neurons; and it trains transformation matrix W. For instance, in DFT the relation between inputT (x) and outputq(x) isq = WT . Recall the definition of forward and inverse discrete Fourier transform
where x = {x n } and X = {X k } are the signals in configuration and Fourier space, F and F −1 are forward and inverse Fourier transfer matrix. The idea behind DFT neural network is training weight matrix W to be close to the analytical form of forward transform matrix F = {F jk } = {ω jk / √ N } or inverse transform matrix F −1 = {F −1 jk } where N is total sample in one period (i.e., n x in our setup). Back to Hammett-Perkins closure Eq.(2), it can be rewritten in DFT matrix form
where K = {k jk } = {−isign(k)δ jk } is the matrix form of −ik/ |k|. Therefore training a DFT neural network to learn Hammett-Perkins closure in configuration space is equivalent to learn weight matrix W = F −1 KF. One would hence expect that DFT shall have a good performance due to the existence of analytical expression (Eq. ( 7)) for Hammett-Perkins closure. The accuracy of three different types of neural network, indicated by the probability distribution function of the mean-absolute-error (MAE), is summarized in Fig.  7 . All three models are trained with the same training data set with n train sample = 1, 000, 000, and tested with the same test data set with n test sample = 10 4 . Note the test data set is independent of training data set. In this test, both MLP and CNN use ReLU as the activation functions for the hidden layers. MLP and CNN turn out to have similar accuracy with CNN is slightly better than MLP ( M LP = 9.72 × 10 −4 CN N = 7.45 × 10 −4 ); while DFT is 4 orders more accurate than MLP and CNN ( DF T = 2.69×10 −8 ). Authors remark the these models, by no means, have been tuned extensively to get the best performance. In fact, we are almost certain that even better accuracy could be achieved with advanced hyperparamter optimization. Nevertheless, 10 −3 level error, perhaps, shall be considered acceptable from practical point of view.
A successful machine learning model should also be robust with respect to the noise presented in simulation and experimental data. We therefore studied the robustness of trained models by adding white noise A noiseTnoise to the test data setT and monitoring the model predictioñ q signal+noise . Here A noise is the maximum amplitude of white noise, and the error metric MAE is evaluated by comparingq signal+noise to the trueq with cleanT . Fig.  8 shows how MAE varies with A noise for three different models. The change of MAE of MLP and CNN has two phases: (1) when A noise is smaller than the prediction error of neural network (roughly ), MAE does not increase with A noise as over-dominates A noise ; (2) when A noise is larger than , the MAE starts to increase linearly with the noise amplitude A noise . It also appears that MLP is more resilient to noise, most likely due to the trained network filters out portion of high-k noise as it only has 64 neurons in the hidden layers. In contrast, DFT seems to capture all levels of white noise because DFT essentially mimics the analytic expression of Hammett-Perkins closure and cannot "filter" any noise. It thus becomes less accurate than MLP or CNN when A noise > 2×10 −3 ∼ M LP,CN N . Overall, MLP is the most robust model and DFT is the least robust model in the noise test.
Even though MLP and CNN have similar performance for the 1D closure problem, we suspect that CNN will perform much better than MLP for the future 2D and 3D closure problems as convolution layer is even more powerful to handle 2D and 3D data. In principle, the fully connected MLP can also be used to learn the features from 2D and 3D data. However it becomes less practical as the number of neurons and weights are increasing exceptionally with data dimension. For example, the number of weights for 3D data is n x n y n z for each neuron in the a fully connected layer. On the other hand, the number of weights of a filter in the convolution layer is n f,x n f,y n f,z , independent of the input size. Generally fully connected layer performs better than convolution layer for 1D problem, such as the 1D Hammett-Perkins closure we discussed here. As for DFT, despite it has a superior accuracy comparing to the MLP and CNN, it may lose its advantage when training advanced closures with complicated, if not impossible, analytical forms, e.g., data from the fully nonlinear simulation of Vlasov-Poisson equations. The performance of MLP, CNN and DFT for 2D/3D closure problems are beyond the scope of this study and is left to be explored later.
Authors emphasize that our work here is a proof-ofprinciple study to demonstrate that appropriate neural networks are capable to calculate Landau fluid closure. It is our hope that the success of training machine-learned Hammett-Perkins closure would gain some confidence on the machine/deep learning approach of closure problem and also guide our future attempts on training more sophisticated closure models. Implementation of such a neural network model in global 3D fluid turbulence codes, for example, BOUT++ 17 and GDB 18 , is another level of complexity (e.g., nonuniform grid, non-periodic boundary conditions, dependence on other plasma quantities). Further benchmark neural network based Landau fluid code with existing Landau-fluid 25 and Gyro-fluid module 26, 27 of BOUT++ is an on-going research and will be reported in future publications.
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